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SECOND-ORDER ELLIPTIC OPERATORS
AND HEAT KERNELS ON LIE GROUPS

OLA BRATTELI '  AND DEREK W. ROBINSON

Abstract. Arendt, Batty, and Robinson proved that each second-order strongly

elliptic operator C associated with left translations on the Lp-spaces of a Lie

group G generates an interpolating family of semigroups T, whenever the

coefficients of C are sufficiently smooth. We establish that T has an integral

kernel K satisfying the bounds

I.-¡¡12   -f/|gA_1|2/i   -ail „  „,        , . „      -rf/2   -b\gh~'\2/t   at
ate e        < Kt(g; h) < at    ' e ' e    ,

where d is the dimension of G, \gh~ | is the right invariant distance from

h to g , and a', b', a', etc. are positive constants. Both bounds are derived

by generalization of Nash's arguments for pure second-order operators on R  .

1. Introduction

Arendt, Batty, and Robinson [ABR] recently analyzed properties of second-

order strongly elliptic operators with nonconstant coefficients associated with

left translations on the Lp -spaces over a Lie group G. Their principal result

established that a large class of such operators generate an interpolating family

of semigroups on the L -spaces. We explain this result by demonstrating that

these semigroups are determined by a universal integral kernel. We then prove

that the kernel satisfies the appropriate parabolic equation and in addition has

Gaussian upper and lower bounds. But we begin by introducing some basic

notation and definitions.

First, if (X, p) is a measure space and Lp(X ; p) are the corresponding L -

spaces, then an interpolating family of semigroups is defined as a family T =

{T }i<p<oo of one-parameter semigroups T(p) on Lp satisfying the following

two properties:

1. (Continuity) t >-, T¡     is strongly continuous if p £ [1, oo) and weak*-

continuous if p = oo .

2. (Consistency)  T(tp)tp = T(t9)tp for all f > 0, tp £ L  xx L , and p, q £

[l,oo]
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Second, if G is a Lie group and Lp = Lp(G; dg) are the Lp-spaces with

respect to left-invariant Haar measure dg, then G acts isometrically on each

Lp by left translations,

(L(g)tp)(h) = tp(g-Xh).

If ax, ... ,ad is a basis of the Lie algebra 0 of G, we let Ax, ... , Ad denote

the generators of the groups f x-, L(e~ta'). (In principle one should make a

distinction between the translation groups and their generators on the different

spaces but we avoid this notational complication.) The C"-subspaces L of

L   are defined by

h;n=       fi       D(Ait...Ai),
!<'■.i»<4

and the C"-norms II -11^, - „ are defined by || • ||   0 = || • ||   and

W<P\\P;n=   SUP   M^ll       _,
0<Krf

for tp £ L and n > 1, where AQ = I. It is also convenient to introduce the

spaces Lp. = LAG; dg) defined with respect to right-invariant Haar measure

dg. Note that dg = dgA(g)~ , where the modular function A is an analytic

homomorphism of G into R+ . Left translations again act on the L. -spaces

but now one has

\\L(g)y>\\i= (lGdhA(hrX\<p(g-Xh)\p^j   P=A(g)-l/p\\<p\\ß.

If Âx, ... , Âd denote the generators of the groups f v-, L(e~'a') on the

L. -spaces one again defines

and sets

\<i.,!.<<

\\tp\\ß.n=  sup \\Ai<p\\       ,
0<i<d

for tp £ Lß.n and « = 1,2,..., where || • ||^;0 = || • ||^ and Â0 - I.

Third, let c0, c( e L^ and c(; £ Lx., be real-valued functions for i, j =

1, ... , d. We interpret each such function as a multiplication operator on Lp

and L.. Note that if ceL^.p then cL x ç L x and A^ctp) = (Afc)ç> +

c(A¡tp). Similarly cL..x ÇL., and Â^ctp) = (Â^tp + c(A¡tp). Consequently

one can introduce the second-order differential operator

1,7=1      1=1

with domain D(C(p)) = L   2, and the corresponding operator

i,j=X i=X
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with D(C(p)) = L..2, for each p £ [1, oo]. It follows from the structure

relations of 9 that one may assume that the matrix c(g) = (ctj(g)) is symmetric

for each g £ G and then we define C(p) and Öp) to be strongly elliptic if

xm = inf { E Ctj(sK¿j'>8 e G, £ e Rd, |£| = 1 } > 0,
,''.7=l

i.e., if c(g) is uniformly positive definite. Here |£| = (X)f=i £,2)1/2 • Tne con_

stant Xm is called the ellipticity constant of the operator. In addition it is useful

to introduce

K = s»pI £ ciMMj;geG, c;£Rd, \ç\ = i

the upper ellipticity constant.

The starting point of the present investigation is the following result from

[ABR].

Theorem 1.1. Let d be the dimension of G. Assume that the operators C(p)

and C(p) are strongly elliptic. If c¡ £ L^.,, and ci} £ Loo.n+x  with n > d/2

then there exists an interpolating family T = {T   },< _<o0 of semigroups on L

and a second family f = {r(p) }1<p<0O on Lß such that the generators of T{p'

and f^ are extensions of C{p) and C    , respectively.

The generator of T{2) is C<2), the generator of T( ' is C(2), and the generator

of T(oo)   (= f(oo)) is the weak*-closure of C(oo).

The families T and f are consistent, i.e., T^'tp = t^tp for all f > 0,

tp £ Lp xx L., and p, q £ [1, oc].

Each of the semigroups T(p), T(?) is positive.

This result is essentially contained in Theorems 3.12 and 3.13 of [ABR].

In fact these theorems are based upon a slightly stronger continuity condition

for the coefficients c(, ci} and reach the stronger conclusion that there exists

a continuous semigroup T( on C0(G) which is consistent with T and f.

Nevertheless the above result follows easily from the proofs of [ABR].

In addition, it follows from [ABR, Theorem 3.13] that ||7,,(oo)||00_+00 < e'"™',

where  wm  =  inf{c0(g);g  £  G}, and   ||7^I)||1_,   <  e~Wi', where   cox   =

infiCo^-E/^/Xs);* e G). Therefore 117^%^, < e~m with co =
ojx V com independent of c(.. and p. Similar uniform bounds are valid for

,|f(/»„
1

l      X\p->p

Finally, T( ' is holomorphic and it follows from the Stein interpolation the-

orem [Stel or Ste2], that each T{p) with p £ (1, 00) is also holomorphic. This

general argument does no establish holomorphy of T(1) or T(oo) although this

is to be expected. In fact there should be a common sector of holomorphy for
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all the T(p) determined by the coefficients c; .  Again similar properties are

valid for the t.

In the sequel we demonstrate that the semigroups T(p) and f{q) are all

determined by a universal integral kernel. For this we rely upon the estimation

procedures of [Rob].

2. Semigroup kernels

Let J?. denote the closure of the tensor product L& <8> L. with respect to

the norm ||| • |||p , where

= ess sup ( f dh\f(g;h)\p)   "
gee    \Jg )

if p £ [1, oo), and

= esssup|/(g; h)\.
g,h€G

Note that we can define an action of left translations on Az?ß by

(L(g)f)(h;k) = f(g~Xh;k)

and then extend the definition of Ax, ... , Ad by identifying them with the

generators of the groups f >-, L(e~la'). Since the first variable is related to the

' space LA = Lx , it is also consistent to identify A¡ with Âx. Then we can

define the strongly elliptic operators C(oo) = C(oo) on each &p with D(C{oc)) =

7J)(C(oo)) equal to the subspace of the twice left-differentiable elements.

Now we return to the setting of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the operators C(p)  and Öp)  are strongly elliptic.

Assume that c, £ 7.   .„ and c¡¡ £ L_ .„,,  with n > d/2. Then for each t > 0
i oo ; n ij oo ; n+X ' J

there is a positive function Kt £ Ç\\<p<00^'p such that

(2.1) (T¡p)tp)(g)= f dhKt(g;h)tp(h)
Jg

for all tp £ Lp, p £ [1, oc], and

(2.2) (tt(q)y/)(g)= f dhKt(g;h)w(h)
Jg

for all y/ £ Lj, q £ [1., oo].

The kernel K has the following properties:

1. There exist a, to > 0 such that

\\\Kt\\\p <ard{X-p")/2eM

for all I > 0 and p £ [1, oo]. The values of a and co depend on the

ellipticity constants Xm,XM of cijt the norms llc,!!^., of the cjt and

tom = inf{cQ(g); g£G).
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2. Ks+t(g ;k) = fG dhKs(g ; h)Kt(h ; k) for all s, t > 0 and g, k £ G.
3. t r-r Kt is III • \\\p-analytic for each p £ (1, oo].

4. g t-, Kt(g; ■) is twice left-differentiable with respect to \\\ • \\\ß if p £

[1,2]. Moreover, (t,g)^>Kt(g;h) satisfies the parabolic equation

dK,     „(oo)
f + Cyx'Kt = 0,

d

and Kt(g; h) -* S(gh~x) weakly as t -, 0.

5.  e~WM' < fG dhKt(g ; h) < e~WJ for all f > 0, where coM = sup{c0(g) ;

g £ G} and œm = inf{c0(g) ; g £ G} .

Before giving the proof we make four remarks about the theorem.

First, suppose that the T^ have an integral kernel K and the coefficients

of the C(p) are constant. Then T^' commutes with right translations 7? on

L   and it follows from (2.1) that

/ dhKt(gk;hk)tp(h) = (R(k)T\p)R(k-X)(p)(g)
Jg

= (T¡p)tp)(g)= f dhKt(g;h)tp(h).
JG

Therefore one must have

Kt(g;h) = Kt(gh x;e) = Kt(e;hg~x).

Hence setting Kt(g) = Kt(g; e) one finds

i.Tt(p)tp)(g)= f dhKt(gh-X)tp(h)= f dhKt(h)tp(h-Xg).
JG JG'G JG

<P)Consequently TK ' is connected with left-invariant Haar measure dg and left

translations L through the relation

T¡p) = f dhKAh)L(h).
JGIG

This is the convention adopted in [Rob].

Second, if C^'* is defined on L   2 by

C(P)* = - E AlcllA] - ¿ cA + c0 - ¿ A^),
i,j=X 1=1 1=1

then Theorem 1.1 applies to the C and the corresponding interpolating semi-

group T* consists of the adjoints T(p)* of the T(p). Thus if T is determined

by the integral kernel K and T* by the kernel K* it follows from the action

(2.1) that

K*t(g;h) = Kt(h;g)A(g)-XA(h).

Third, the existence of the kernel K is a direct consequence of the estimates

of [Rob] and the Dunford-Pettis theorem (see, for example, [Tre or CFKS])

formulated with respect to the L.-spaces. Specifically we use the following:
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Proposition 2.2. Let A be a bounded operator on Lß, where p £ [1, oo). The

following conditions are equivalent:

1. A is bounded from L- to L. .
J p oo

2. There is an a £^f-, where q is the conjugate of p, i.e., p~x +q~x = 1,

such that

(Aq>)(g) = / dha(g ; h)tp(h)   for all cp£Lp.

Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then \\\a\\\¿ = ||.<4|L_ob .

This result shows that the proof of existence of the kernel K is reduced to

establishing bounds on the cross-norms HT^'ll-    - .
° II     l      Up—.oo

Fourth, the Dunford-Pettis theorem presupposes that G is separable. The

connected component G0 of the identity element e £ G is separable since G is

a Lie group, but G may have uncountably many connected components. This

is no great problem, however, as the operators A we will consider generate the

semigroups T{(p) and these leave the L.-spaces over each connected component

of G invariant. Thus we may apply the Dunford-Pettis theorem on each com-

ponent to obtain the kernel a(g ; h) if g, h are in the same component, i.e.,

if gh" £ G0, while a(g; h) = 0 if g, h are in different components. We

also note that in proving Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1 we may assume that G is

connected by the following reasoning: If these theorems have been established

for GQ , and 77 is a connected component of G, then there exists an element

k£G such that 77 = G0k.

Now, if we conjugate the original operator

c(p) = -E^V7+E^«+co
i',;'=l i=i

with right translation, we obtain an operator Ck of the same form, but the

new coefficient functions c( , c(, c0 are right translates of the old ones. Since

all the derivatives involved in the definitions of the norms ||c( H^ x etc. are

left derivatives, the norms associated with the new operator are the same as the

old ones. Since the A¡ commute with right translations, the kernel K of the

semigroups of the translated operators are the right translates of the original

kernel:

Ki(g;h) = Kt(gk;hk).

But since the theorems have been established for GQ, one has estimates for

K*(g; h) in terms of \gh~x\ = \(gk)(hk)~x\ for g, h £ G0. Letting k vary

over G, and using the convention \gh~x | = oo if gh~x $ G0, one then obtains

corresponding estimates for all g, h £ G.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. As a result of the Dunford-Pettis theorem in the form

Proposition 2.2, we can simultaneously establish that K exists and satisfies

Property 1 of Theorem 2.1 by proving the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. There exist a, w > 0 such that

llifV* < «r"V
./or all t > 0 and p £ [ 1, oo]. 77ie a and co depend on the coefficients of C in

the manner described in Theorem 2.1.1.

Proof. This lemma extends to general G Nash's first result [Nas] for parabolic

equations on R . The proof follows the arguments developed for higher or-

der elliptic operators with constant coefficients in [Rob]. In particular it uses

the general versions of Nash's inequalities, Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.4.

Similar calculations from different starting points occur in [CKS, Var].

First one derives a bounded on ||T,   l^^ for p £ [1, 2) by a differential

inequality. If tp £ L2, then

d ii-f(2),oii2        ir^t^'rr,   -f(2)„,\     /-f(2>,„   r-(2)-f(2),„\
j-t\\Tt   <P\\2 = -(C    Tt   tp,Tt   tp)-(Tt   tp,C    Tt   tp)

for f > 0, where (•, •) denotes the L¿-scalar product, i.e.,

(tp,y/)= / dglpjg)y/(g).
JG

Since f{2) is holomorphic on L2 [ABR], one has that f^2)L2ç D(C{2)) = L2.2

for all f > 0 and hence no domain problems occur. Now the generators A¡ of

left translations satisfy the adjoint relation

(Aitp,yf) = -(tp,(Al-ßlI)y/),

where /?, = At(A)(e). Therefore if y/ £ L2.2 one has

d d

(C(2V, V/) + (V, C(2V) = 2 E M>, CijÂjV) - 2Re E M> » cij¥)ßj
1,7=1 i,7=1

d

-2ReY^{ciV,Àiy/) + 2(y/,c0y/).
i=i

But then it follows from the ellipticity condition on c. and straightforward

estimates that there exist X > 0 and p > 0 such that

d

(02)yr,y/) + (y/,C[2)y/)>X}2\\Âiyr\\l-p\\yy\\2.
í=i

The values of X and p depend on the ellipticity constants Xm, XM of ctj,

the norms HcJI^ of the c¡, and com = inf{c0(^) ; g £ G}. Consequently one

obtains the differential inequality

1=1
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But this implies

^llff(2Vll5<-A||ft(2Vll2;1 + (A+^||7;(2Vll2

or, equivalently,

(2.3) ^(H^Vll^-^^-AllffVllL^^-

Next it follows from Proposition 3.2 of [Rob] with m = 1 that

ii    ii2      ,, A —1/2   „2   .    iiA-1/2    ,,2      ,   r,l    .-dô»    „2
lli»llj = l|A   'i»||2<fi||A      p||2;1+ C(ec)     ||p||,

for all tp £ L. n L2.,, all e > 0, and r £ [1, 2], where ô = r~x - 2~x . But

l|A-1/2^||2;1<||^||2;1 + (|)?|/2)|b||2,

where \ß\ = sxxpx<i<d |/J;|, and hence

Ml2 < (l-e\ß\/2)-x(e\\tp\\2Ux + C(ecydS\\tp\\2)

whenever e\ß\/2 < 1 . Since \\tp\\2 < \\(p\\2.x , by definition it follows that one

has bounds
ii    ii2   ^    h    i|2       ,   x-,//     .—do,,    ,,2
llalli <e|lî»llj;i + C(ec)      \\tp\\f

for all e > 0 and tp £ Lf n L2. x . Next, following Nash, we can minimize the

right-hand side with respect to e and obtain bounds

(2.4) llalli <fc(||^llL)¿á/(1+rfá)(ll^li;)1/(1+</5).

Now (2.4), with tp replaced by t^tp , combined with (2.3) leads to a differ-

ential inequality

^(ll^flfr-^^^-ik'íllíí^lgj^^^llíí'VllJ)-171''*-^^,

where we have used t^'tp = fj 'tp for tp £ L2xx Lf.

But it follows from the discussion following Theorem 1.1 that one has bounds

||T,(rVllr < ^'ll^llr' where °J can De estimated in terms of H^c^H^ and

œm = inf{co(^) ; S e C7} .
Hence one obtains the final differential inequality

^(II^Vll2^^')"1^^^^)"1^!!2^^'^.

Solving this inequality leads to bounds

lirrii^^iir^ii^^f-^2^''

with ô = r~] - 2~l , r £ [1, 2]. The values of a and to are independent of r.

Similar arguments apply to the dual semigroup T* and since Hïf    ||f_2 =

l|T.( 'II*   {, where s is conjugate to r, one finds

\T¡2)\\^s<at-d{2  -s  ),2e"'
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for all 5 £ [2, oo]. Therefore,

\\T¡%_.s<a'rd{r'-s~i)/2e°''t

for a suitable a > 0 and for l<r<2<5<oo. Finally, since one has bounds

ll^(p)L_n < emt f°r all P £ [1 > °°] > tne statement of Lemma 2.3 follows from

the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem applied to the scale of spaces L..

Proposition 2.2 with A = Tt and Lemma 2.3 establish the existence of the

kernel Kt£f]x   <oc^f. and the bounds

\\\Kt\\\p<at-d(X-p~1)l2emt

for all p £ (1, oo ]. But, since the bounds extend by continuity to p = 1, one

also has K( £ J?¡.

Since the kernel K is universal for all T(p) and T(?), one can now simplify

notation by omitting the suffixes p and q. We will make this simplification

throughout the sequel.

Property 2 of K, the convolution semigroup property, follows immediately

from the semigroup property.

In order to prove Property 3 it is convenient to introduce the difference

operators As, s > 0, by

AsKi = (K, - Kl+s)/s

and the powers A" by

AnsKt = (An-XKt-An-XKs+1)/s.

For analyticity of f r-, Kt with respect to ||| • ||L it then suffices to establish

estimates

\\\AnsKt\\\p<bcnn\

for all « = 1,2,...  and all small s > 0. But

llK«;ill, = »""»(/-r/rj^

Now choose r £ (1, oo} with r > q. This is possible because p > 1 and hence

q < oo . Next one has bounds

by the discussion in §1,

17" ||.   .<ems

|C T^ll-^. <kn\t    e

because T is holomorphic on Lr, and

\T!ß\\^f\\Ttn\\f^ <afdl2qewl
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by Lemma 2.3. Therefore

m a" c in      . /   fflii«/   »)l/3|/i»    ,,-n   is  I,,     —dl2q   tut.
\\\AsKt\\\p<(e    ) (e      )(k n\t   e    )(at   ' "e   ).

Hence f >-, Kt is ||| • |||p-analytic.

In order to prove that g y-, Kt(g; ■) is twice-differentiable in the ||| • ||L-

topology it suffices to prove

sup   111(7 -L(h))2Kt\\\p/\h\2< oo
0<\h\<X p

(see [BR, Proposition 3.1.23]). But

|||(7 -L(h))2Kt\\\p = ||(7 -L'h))2T,\\^A

and since p < 2 one has q>2. Now if tp £ L. one has bounds

|((7 - L(h))2T(tp)(g)\ < c\\(I - L(h))2Tttp\\2,n

by the Sobolev embedding theorem [ABR, Proposition 3.9]. Thus,

\((I - L(h))2Tttp)(g)\/\h\2 <c'\\Tttp\\2.n+2.

Now, since cl} £ Lœ.n+X and c; £ L^.^, it follows from Corollary 3.8 of

[ABR] that

ll^ll2;„+2<^ll(^+Q"/2+lr^ll2

for large positive X. ([ABR, Corollary 3.8] is in fact formulated for T on L2

but it is straightforward to verify a similar result for T on L2.) Next, since T

is holomorphic on L-2, one has bounds

Wb;„+2<^i + r"/2-VV;/2e>ll//2V

Therefore, by Lemma 2.3 one concludes that

wr    ii ^     '/i    ,   .-n/2-X.-d{2~'-q~i)/2   w"I,,    ,,
Ilr^ll2;n+2^ÍZ(1+Í )' e       \\<P\\q-

Combining the various estimates one has

IIK7 - L(/o)27vrin,/|/*i2 < «"d + t-"/2-x)rd(2-'-«-,)/2e""'

for 0 < \h\ < 1. Thus K is twice left-differentiable.

It now follows, however, that Kt £ D(C) if p £ [1, 2], where the elliptic

operator C is defined on _z^ with the coefficients c(, c, , and the generators

of left translations k *-, Kt(k~xg; h). Thus C = C(oo) ® I in tensor product

notation. Correspondingly T acts on .2^ by

(TJ)(g;h)= fdkKs(g;k)f(k;h)
JG

for all f £^fp. Thus, if p £ [ 1, 2] one calculates that

C7C, = lim(7 - Ts)KJs = lim(K, - Ks+l)/s = -dKJdt,

where the limits exist with respect to the norms j|| • ||| -.
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Finally it follows from Proposition 2.2 applied to T and Proposition 3.12

of [ABR] that

LdhKt(g;h)<\\Tt\\^A<e
G

Conversely if 1 £ L^ denotes the identity function, then (C - c0)l = 0.

Therefore, the semigroup T1 generated by C' = C - c0 must satisfy T'( 1 = 1.

Hence

Ttl-e~Wu'l = Ttl- T'ile'01"'

= fQdXTlt(a>M-c,)T'(x_X)ile-w"t>0

because (com - c0)T',x_x.tl = (wm - c0)l > 0 and T is positive. Consequently

dhKl(g;h) = (Ttl)(g)>e-w»t.LIG
This completes the proof of Property 5 and the proof of the theorem.

Although we only proved that g >-, K((g ; ■) is twice ||| • ||| --differentiable for

p £ [1, 2], it is to be expected that a similar result is true for p £ (2, oo), at

least if the coefficients c¡ and c; are sufficiently differentiable. In fact the above

argument using the Sobolev lemma shows that the greater the differentiability

of the coefficients the greater the differentiability of K.

3. Upper bounds on kernels

The semigroup kernels K introduced in §2 satisfy Gaussian upper and lower

bounds. The upper bounds follow by combining the Nash inequality arguments

used to prove Lemma 2.3 together with a perturbation argument of Davies

[Dav]. If g £ G is the connected component of the unit element e £ G, let \g\

be the distance from e to g as defined by Gàrding [Gâr]. If g is not in the

connected component, define \g\ = +oo, and adopt the convention oo • 0 = 0

in Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.1. There exist a, co > 0 such that

(3.1) (lGdh(eplgh~llKt(g;h))py<at
Up

-d(X-p-')/2e(ü(X+p2)t

for all g £ G, t > 0, p > 0, and p £ [1, oo). Consequently there exist

a, b > 0 and oj>0 such that

(3.2) 0<Kt(g;h)<ard/2e-blgh"l2/te(Ot

for all g, h £ G and f > 0. The values of a, b, and œ depend on the ellipticity

constants Xm , XM of ctj, the norms 11<ry11oo., of c¡, and com = inf{<?0(£) ; g £

G}, but are independent of p. (In particular, K((g ; h) = 0 if g and h lie in

different connected components of G.)
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Proof. First, (3.2) follows from (3.1) because in the limit p -» oo one obtains

the bounds

Kt(g;h)<ard/2e(0'ewp2,e-plgh~>l

for all g, h £ G and p, í > 0. Minimizing the right-hand side of this inequal-

ity with respect to p immediately yields (3.2).

To prove (3.1) we follow an idea of Davies and replace the elliptic operator

C by the operator Cp = epvCe~pv, where p £ R and tp denotes the operator

of multiplication by a C°°-function y/ . Since

e^Af-o^Ai-pAW,

the operator Cp is again of the class considered in [ABR] and, in particular,

the Cp generate an interpolating family of semigroups Tp . Clearly

Tp = eP¥Tte-p¥

and hence the kernels Kp and K of Tp and T satisfy

Kp(g;h) = cp{v{8)-v(h))Kt(g;h).

Now Lemma 2.3 applies to Tp and gives bounds on IHÄ^HL . In fact repetition

of the proof of Lemma 2.3 with the explicit form of C   gives

\\\K% = \\TX^<ard/2pe"{X+p2)t,

where a and œ are independent of p and depend on  y/ only through the

seminorm

N2(yt) = sup{p(-¥0(*)|, |(^^)(g)| ; g € G, i,j=l,...,d}.

Explicitly one has bounds

adh(epmg)-v(h))Kt(g; h))q\'q < ard/2pew{X+p2)'

for p, t > 0 which are uniform for all  y/ £ C°° with N2(y/) < 1 .  Then it

follows by the limiting arguments given in [Rob, §4] that

adh(e**h~^Kt(g ; h))q) Uq < at-"/2pe(0(x+cfy
G I

with the value of the additional constant c independent of p .

Note that we have made no attempt to optimize the values of b and co.

This is possible if one restricts attention to operators of the form

c - - E MA
',7=1

but it requires more sophisticated arguments (see, for example, [Var, Dav, FaS]).

Typically one establishes that

Kt(g;h)<ard/2(l + \gh-x\2/tf2e-^1^',
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which is the best possible Gaussian bound for f bounded away from zero.

Similar optimal results cannot be expected if one has first order terms. For

example, if G = R and C = -d2/dx2 + cd/dx, then

„ ,   . -1/2   -(x-ct)2/M        -1/2   -x2/4t   -c2t  cx/2
Kt(x) = t      e '   = t   ' e        e     e

. ,-1/2   -{X-e)x2/4t   —(1 —l/4e)c2i
< f      e e

for all e > 0. Thus optimizing the exponent of the Gaussian term automatically

increases the exponent of the f-dependent term.

4. Lower bounds on kernels

The semigroup kernels K introduced in §2 also satisfy a Gaussian lower

bound. In this section we combine the upper bound of §3 with techniques of

Fabes and Stroock [FaS] and Nash [Nas] to establish

Theorem 4.1. There exist positive constants a, b, and o), depending only on

*m>ÀM> Hc/lloo;l» Moo» HfyHoo; 1 ' ûnd G  SUch that

ist       Mv    .-aß  -b\gh-'\2/t  -mt
Kt(g; h)>at   ' e e

for all g, h £ G and t > 0. If G = R the constants a, b, and œ can be

taken to be independent of ||c,. -H^,., .

(Here, a, b are not necessarily the same a, b as above. For economy of

notation a and b will be used to denote different constants throughout the rest

of the section.)

By the remark after Theorem 2.1, we may and will assume that G is con-

nected through the rest of this section. (Many of the lemmas in this section are

wrong or meaningless, without this assumption.)

The proof of Theorem 4.1 involves five steps, some of which have indepen-

dent interest. We begin with an outline of the five steps:

The first step is a covariance estimate. Define the gradient Vtp for tp in any

appropriate function space on G as the vector valued function

Vtp(g) = ((Aitp)(g))d=x

and the Laplacian V2 by

d

V2tp(g) = Y,A]<P{g).
í=l

The covariance estimate alluded to above is the following generalization of

Poincaré's inequality (in the case that G = R and e~" has compact support,

this is Lemma 3 in [Mos]):
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Lemma 4.2. Let a be a real twice continuously differentiable function on G with

the properties

Ldge~a(g) = 1,

lim {|Va(s)|2-4V2a(£)} = +oo,
|g|—oo

and

lim  |Va(g)|   = +00.
\g\-,°°

Let p be the probability measure defined through dp(g) = e~a(g)dg. It follows

that there exists a constant c > 0 depending only on a such that

ß{\Vf\2)>c(ß(f2)-p(f)2)

for all real differentiable functions f £ L2(G ; dp). Equivalently,

f dp(g) f dp(h)(f(g) - f(h))2 <c~X f dp(g)\Vf(g)\2.
JG JG JG

This lemma is proved in §4.1 via a characterization of compact subsets of

L2(G; dg). It is then used to establish a lower bound on the relative entropy

of e~a^g) dg with respect to Kt(g ; h)dg,

S(e~a\Kt) = -f dge-a{g)(loge-a(g) - log*,(* ; A)).
JG

This relative entropy is nonpositive (and negative if Kt ^ e~a) by the following

standard argument. We have -xlogx < 1 - x for x > 0; thus,

-(x/v)log(x/y) < 1 - x/y

for x, y > 0, and multiplying by y :

-x(logx - logy) < y — x.

Thus, if px and p2 are probability densities,

S(PM = - / dgpx(g)(log(px(g))-log(p2(g)))
JG

< f dg(p2(g)-px(g)) = 0.
JG

As usual, we define the entropy of a probability density by

S(p) = - f dgp(g)log(p(g)).
JG

In particular, S(p) > -oo if p is bounded above.

Lemma 4.3. Let a be as in Lemma 4.2, i.e.,

1. JGdge-a{g) = 1 and

2. lim|?Hoc{|Va(g)|2 - 4V2a(s)} = +oo and Hm|iHoo |Va(s)|2 = +oo.
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Assume in addition

3. g —> a(g) is bounded below, a(g) > -r,

4. /crf^-o{i)|Va(^)|2<+oo,

5. lGdge-a{g)\g\<+00.

It follows that there exists a constant bt only depending on a, Xm, XM, HcJI^. i

Moo' llCülloo;l . and G> SUch that

L
L

dge-a{g]logKt(g;h)>-bt,

dge-a{g)logKt(h;g)>-bt
G

for \h\ < 1. (Then S(e~a(g)\Kt(g; h)) and S(e~a{g)\Kt(h, g)) are likewise
bounded below. The functions g -> K((g; h) and g —> K((h; g) are not neces-

sarily probability distributions (the latter is so if c0 = 0, the former if c0 = 0,

c¡ = 0).) The function t -* bt can be chosen to be uniformly bounded on compact

subsets of (0, +00) and to be increasing in N^-1|00.,, 11 ^01100 > ̂ -m * and decreasing

in Xm. The constant bt is independent of \\c¡À^.j if G is unimodular.

A typical function a satisfying the requirements of Lemma 4.3 would be a

smoothing of the function g —> \g\  .

This lemma is proved in §4.2.

The third small step is to bound Kt(g; h) below when \gh'x\ < 1 :

Lemma 4.4. It follows that Kt(g; h) > e~r~ ,/2 for \gh~x\ < 1, where bt and

r are as in Lemma 4.3.

Proof. One has

K,(g;h)= f dkKt/2(g;k)Kt/2(k;h)

> e~r I dke-a{k)Kt/2(g; k)Kt/2(k;h),

where we used a(k) > -r. But, since fGdke~a<' ' = 1 and log is a concave

function, we deduce

logK,(g;h) >-r+ f dke-a(k)log(Ktl2(g; k)Kt/2(k;h))
J G

= -r+ f dke~a(k) logKt/2(g; k) + f dke~a{k)logKt/2(k; h)
J G J G

>-r- 2bt/2

for \g\ < 1, \h\ < 1 by Lemma 4.3. Thus, Kt(g;h) > e~r~2h«2 for \g\ < 1,

\h\ < 1. To obtain the general estimate we note that if we conjugate the original

operator

1,7=1 1=1
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with right translation, we obtain an operator of the same form, but the new

coefficient functions ctj, c¡, c0 are right translates of the old ones. Thus, this

operation does not change Xm , XM, Hc,-^.,, and 11 c011 ^ . The kernel of the

new operator has the form (f, g, h) -, K~(gk; hk), where K is the old kernel

and k is the right translate. Thus, applying the reasoning above, we obtain

Kt(gk;kh)>e~p~2bl'2

if \g\ < 1, \h\ < 1 and for all k £G. Applying this with g replaced by gh~x ,

h by e, and k by h gives Lemma 4.4.

The fourth step is to use Lemma 4.4 in the special case G = Rd and a scaling

argument to establish:

Lemma 4.5. There is a constant a > 0 depending only on Xm,XM, H^-H^.!,

IICqII, , and G, anda constant ô > 0 depending on these constants and H^-,11^.,

such that
Kt(g;h)>afdl2

whenever 0 < t < S and \gh~ \<\ft.IfG = R   we can take 3=1.

At this point we remark that even though we use Lemma 4.4 only in the

special case of G = R , it does not seem that we can directly use existing

results in [FaS and Nas] since these depend on C being a pure second-order

operator (c¡ = 0,c0 = 0). Another approach, used in [Var, pp. 369-370],

is to combine the upper estimate with the parabolic Harnack inequality [Mos,

Theorem 2; FaS, Theorem 5.4; or Bon, Théorème 7.1], but again all of these

authors impose special conditions on C which are not always fulfilled in our

case. A hyperbolic Harnack inequality of the form

sup     K(g;h)<y     inf     K2(g;h)
\gh-'\<t"2 \gh-'\<t"2

for 0 < f < 1 , where y depends only on Xm, XM, H^-H^.,, Iknll^ , would
imply Lemma 4.5 by Varapoulos' argument. Note conversely that our upper

and lower estimates imply Harnack's inequality in the above form.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 from Lemma 4.5 is now exactly as the proof of

Theorem 2.1 from Lemma 2.9 in [ABR]. Roughly, with (g, t) £ G x R+ given,

one picks the smallest integer k such that

4«£<1,        ,/k<S,

and chooses a sequence g0 = e, gx , ... , gk = g such that

\g~[gi+l\<\g\/k.

One then uses the convolution formula

Kt(g;e) =fdhx..f dhk_xKt/k(g;hk_x)Ki/k(hk_x ; h
J G J G

k-

■■■Kt/k(h2;hx)Kt/k(h
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and the estimate in Lemma 4.5, and restricts the above integration to h¡ lying

in a ball of small radius around g¡. This gives an estimate of the form

Kt(g;e)>ak(c(l6k)-d/2)kd/2rd/2.

Using k - 1 < 4|g|2/f + t/S , one now derives Theorem 4.1.

4.1 The covariance estimate. In this section we prove Lemma 4.2. To this end

we need the following version of the Fréchet-Kolmogorov theorem [Yos].

Lemma 4.2.1. A subset K of L (G ; dg),  1 < p < oo, is strongly precompact

if, and only if, the following three conditions are satisfied:

1. sup9€K\\tp\\p<+oc.

2. lim^sup^ IILte^-pH^O and limg^esupip€K\\R(g)(p-tp\\p = 0,
where R is the right regular representation.

3-   linV.00 SUP,€* I\g\>a M8)\" dg = 0.

It does not matter in condition 2 which definition of 7? we use, i.e.,

(R(g)tp)(h) = <p(hg) or the isometric definition (R(g)tp)(h) = tp(hg)A(g)x/p.

We will use the first definition in the following.

This theorem is proved for G = R in [Yos, X. 1], and we may repeat the proof

almost word for word: If K is precompact, there exists for any e > 0 a finite

set {tpx, ... , tpn} of functions in LAG; dg) of compact support (each tp may

even be taken to be a finite linear combination of characteristic functions) such

that each tp £ K can be approximated within e in Lp by one of the functions

tPj. But if K is replaced by the finite set {tpx, ... , tpn) in conditions 1, 2, and

3, the resulting conditions are trivially satisfied, and then they are satisfied for

K by approximation.

Conversely, if K satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3, we may prove that K is pre-

compact by regularizing the elements in K and applying the Ascoli-Arzelà theo-

rem. We must show that for any e > 0 there exists a finite subset {<px, ... , tpn}

in K such that each tp in K has L -distance less than e to this set. First note

that by condition 3 we may assume that all functions in K are supported on a

common compact set Q. Next, for any compact neighborhood B of e with

characteristic function Sf and volume |7?| = JB dg, introduce the right regu-

larizations

7V = |73|   ' f dgR(g)tp.
JB

Then

\RBtp-tp\\p = \\\B\-X f dg(R(g)tp
JB

9)\l

= [[lGdh ldg\B\-X(tp(hg)-tp(h))   )
p\ Up
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But

\lBdg\B\-X(tp(hg)-tp(h))   <(lBdg\<p(hg)-tp(h)\p^   " (Jdg\B\-^

= \B\(X-")l"(KlBdg\tp(hg)-tp(h)\P)"'

= \B\-(Xlp)(KlBdg\<p(hg)-tp(h)\P)X">

by Holder's inequality. Thus,

\\RB<P - y>\\p < (\B\~X lGdh j dg\<p(hg) - tp(h)\p^

¡Bf1 f dg f dh\tp(hg) - tp(h)\p
JB JG

\B\~X lBdg\\R(g)tp-tp\\p^   "

by Fubini's theorem. But the last expression tends to zero, uniformly for tp

in K, as the diameter of 7i tends to zero, by the last half of condition 2.

Thus we may replace K by RBK. But now for fixed B we will argue that

RBK is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of functions. Since all

these functions are supported on the precompact set Q.B ç G, it then follows

from Ascoli-Arzelà's theorem that these functions form a precompact subset of

C(QB) in supremum norm, and since again ÇÏB has finite measure, the L -

norm of these functions is dominated by the L^-norm, and hence we finally

deduce that K is a precompact subset of L (G; dg). The equicontinuity of

the set RBK follows from the estimate

\(RBtp)(h~xg) - (RBtp)(g)\ < \B\~X f dk\tp(h-Xgk) - tp(gk)\
JB

' f dk\tp(h~X gk) - tp(gk)\l
\J B

< \B\-{X/P)
Up

<\B\  {X/p)\\L(h)tp-tp\\p

which tends to zero as /¡-»e, uniformly in tp £ K and g £ G. Thus RBK

is equicontinuous. Similarly, \RBtp(g)\ < \B\~{x/p)\\tp\\p, so the family RBK is

uniformly bounded. This ends the proof of Lemma 4.2.1.

To continue the proof of Lemma 4.2, define a positive bilinear form on

LAG;e-"{g)dg) by

-L -a(g)-.
a(tp,yi)= / dge au;iVtp(g)Vy/(g)

JG

J2 f dge-a(g)Ä^pJg~)Aly/(g) = £<^, e~aAy)
JG ;
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where ( , ) denotes the inner product on L2(G; dg). We deduce that

a(tp, <p) = £ \\e-a/2Aiea/2e-a/2y>\\¡ = £ \\(At + ^^e^2 tp\\2,

i i

where (d(a)(g) = d\a(etaig)\t=0. Now, the unitary map tp -» e~(a,2)tp from

L2(G;e~adg) into L2(G;dg) transforms the bilinear form a into a positive

bilinear form A given by

d

^,9») = Ell^ + îô/a^ll2-
í=i

Now, again use the relation (Attp, y/) = -(tp, (Aj-fi¡I)y/), where ßt = (A¡A)(e),

to deduce

d .    d

A(<P ,<p)= -J2(<p, (A, - ß.I)At<p) - j |>, U,- - ßiI)Wa)9))
i=X 1=1

.  </ .  d

+ 2 E<? > (ôia)^,-fl») + 4 E<p> (ö,«)V>
i=i i=i

1   d

= (Vy>,Vtp)--J2(<P,(dfa)tp)
i=i

+5E^'W«^)+zE^'(V)^)i=i i=i
= (Vp, Vç») + /a, j -(Vq)2 + -ßVa - ^V2a 1 çA .

By standard results [Kat, VI, §§1-2], A is a closable bilinear form, and its

closure defines a positive self-adjoint operator H which is an extension of

-(V - ß)V + ¿(Va)2 + \(ßVa) - {(V2a).

Lemma 4.2.2. The operator 77 has compact resolvent, and H has 0 as an eigen-

value with corresponding eigenvector e~a^g''    unique to a scalar factor.

Proof. To show that 77 has compact resolvent, it suffices to show that the set

K = {tp £ L2(G; dg); A(tp, tp) + X(tp, tp) < 1}

is compact in L2(G; dg) for some X > 0. Choose X so large that

i(VQ)2(g) + i(/JVa) - i(V2a)(g)+X> 1

for all g. This is possible by the second condition on a . Thus, if tp £ K we

have

(i)   (<P,<P)<1.
(ii)   (Vtp,Vtp) < 1.

(iii)    (tp , (1(Vq)2 + \(ßVa) - ¿(V2a) + X)tp) < 1 .
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We now apply Lemma 4.2.1 with p = 2. (Actually we need Lemma 4.2.1

with left Haar measure replaced by right but the proof is identical.) Clearly (1)

follows from (i) and (3) follows from (iii) since

sup f      \tp(g)\2dg<(inf(\(Va(g))2 + \(ßVa)(g)-i(V2a)(g) + X))

and the expression to the right tends to zero as a tends to infinity. Finally we

show that (2) follows from (ii). From (ii) it follows that || £),CjA^W^ < 1 when

£,c2<l and y>£K. Thus, as \\L(g)tp\\2 = A(g)-x/2\\tp\\2 ,

f dsL(e~sl^'C'a-)tY.cidL(ai)tp
JO :

\\L(e-'Z-c'a-)<p-<p\
2

< |f|(A(i>//2£<c'a')Vl),

Hence

limsup||L(£-).2> -<p\\2 = 0.
g^e<p€K

i.e.

In order to show the corresponding estimate for right translations, we first note

that by (3) we may approximate the elements tp £ K uniformly by elements <p'

in L2(G; dg) with supports in a compact subset Í2 ç G. We can do this by

first setting tp'(g) = <p(g)Xn(g), an£l by using the already derived equicontinuity

under left translations and regularizing the ç/'s by a fixed positive C°°-function

y/ with small support near the origin and integral 1. The functions

9 = 1 dgy/(g)L(g)<p,
JG

tp'(g)= i dhy/(h)tp(h~xg)xa(h~Xg)
JG

= f dhA(h)-xy/(gh-x)tp(h)xn(h),
JG

are still close to tp in L2-norm, uniformly. All the functions tp' have support

in the precompact set supp(^)-Q and Vtp' = (Vy/)*(<pXa) are equibounded in

L2-norm. Now there exist constants a and b , only depending on the structure

of the Lie algebra of G, such that

d

\(dR(a¡)x)(g)\ < aem £ \(dL(aAx)(g)\
i=i

for all differentiate functions x on G (see [BGJR, Lemma 3.4]). Since all

the functions tp1 have support in a common compact, it follows that also the

right-derivatives of tp' are equibounded in L2-norm. One now deduces as for

left-translations that

lim sup \\R(g)tp' - <p'\\2 = 0
1*1— OaeK
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and, using the estimate

\\R(g)<p - 9k < \\R(g)(<P - <p')h + WR(g)<p' - <p'h + \\<p - v'h
<2\\<p-tp'\\2 + \\R(g)tp' -tp'\\2,

one deduces

lim sup \\R(g)y> -tp\\2 = 0.
\g\->0<p€K

It follows from Lemma 4.2.1 that K is compact, and hence 77 has compact

resolvent.

For the assertion on the zero eigenvalue of 77, note that

nHU2e-«/2„n2 _   f ^„-"(S)|r7^„M2ltp\\2= f dge-a{g)\Vtp(g)\:
JG

by the computations before the lemma. We see that the right-hand side is zero

if, and only if, Vtp = 0, i.e., tp is a constant (since G is connected). This ends

the proof of Lemma 4.2.2.

The proof of the covariance estimate in Lemma 4.2 is now immediate. As 77

has compact resolvent there is a gap c > 0 from 0 to the next smallest eigenvalue

of H. Let P0 be the projection onto the eigenspace of 77 corresponding to 0,

i.e.,
n i   —a/2        ,    —a/2
P0tp = {e       ,y>)e'.

It follows from spectral theory that

(tp, Htp) = (tp, 77(1 - P0)tp) > c(tp, (1 - P0)tp)

= c((tp ,<p)-(<p, e'al2)(e~a'2, tp)).

Replacing tp by e~a'2tp in this estimate one obtains

a(y>, y>) > c((e~a,2tp, e'al2y>) - \(e~a'2, e~a/2tp)\2),

or

/ ¿^-^KV^I2 > c \fdge-a{g)\tp(g)\2 - I / dge-a(g)tp(g)
JG [JG \JG

which is the sought after covariance estimate in Lemma 4.2.

4.2 The relative entropy estimate. In this section we prove Lemma 4.3. As

remarked after Theorem 2.1, if Kt(g;h) is the semigroup kernel associated

with the operator
d d

- E -v^+E^i+^o'
i',7=i i=i

then K*(g; h) = Kt(h ; g)A(g~xh) is the semigroup kernel associated with the

adjoint

- E AJcuAi-EciAi+ k-eW)
i,7=i i=l V i=i /
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of this operator. The relevant constants associated with the latter operator are

lm.*-M- IMoo.l >and   Iko-Etl WHoo ^ IMoo + £?=i Moo;! • ThuS> 0nCe
we can show

(*) G(t) = f dge-a{g) logKt(g ; h) > -bt(Xm, XM, Hc,.^.,, \\c.WJ,
JG

it will follow that

f dge-a(g)log(Kt(h;g)A(g)-xA(h))
JG

oo;l

1=1 j

,-1
But as g —► logA(g-)      is a continuous additive character we have an estimate

v — i,|logA(g)~ | < a\g\, where a only depends on G. Thus, using (5) and the

fact that A(h) is bounded away from zero when \h\ is bounded, the second

estimate in Lemma 4.3 follows from the first (with bt suitably modified). Hence

it suffices to prove (*) above.

We insert a remark on relative entropy: Since a > -r, we have

S(e~a) = - f dge-a{g)(-a(g))>-r.
JG

Also S(e~a\K,(.;h)) = S(e~a) + G(t). Next, using

S(px\p2)< f dg(p2(g)-px(g)),
JG

which is valid whenever px, p2 are positive functions, we deduce

S(e~a) + G(t) < f dg(Kt(g ; h) - e~a(g)) = f dgK,(g ; h) - 1.
JG JG

But now it follows from the upper estimate (3.2) in Theorem 3.1 that

f dgKt(g;h)<cewt
JG

for a suitable constant c, where we used that the volume of the ball around

h with radius x grows at most exponentially when x —» oo, and is 0(x )

when x —► 0.   Hence  C7(f) < cewl - 1 + r, where c, co depend only on

^m ' 'M/' llCiHoo,l ' 11C 011 oo •
To obtain the lower estimate on G(t), we note that G is differentiable by
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Theorem 2.1 and

dG      f  ,. -a{g)„,     ,.-xd
^=lGdge-a{8)Kt(g;h)-X^(Kt(g;h))

= - f dge-a(g)Kt(g;hTX(C°°Kt)(g;h)
JG

d       r
= £  / dge-a(g)(AiCijAj)(Kt(g;h))Kt(g;h)

i,7=l   G

d     .

- £ / dge-a(g)(CiAi)(Kt(g ; h))KAg ; h)~X
i=i Jg

- f dge-a{g)c0.
JG

Now we again use that the adjoint of A¡ with respect to dg is -Ai + ßi1, where

ßi = A((A)(e). If this is used in the first addend above we obtain expressions

like

(-Ai + ß^e-^K^gih)-1)

= e-a(g)Kt(g;h)-2Ai(K((g;h))

+ e-o('U,(a(*))*,(* ; h)-x + e-^ßftig ; h)~x.

Hence

d

d-£=   ¿  f dge-^c^A^logK^g; h^AjdogK^g; h))
i,7=lJG

d      .

+ £  / rf$*~o(%(sK-teU)M;(logtff(*;/0)
i,7=l   G

d        ,

+ J2 / dge-^c^ß^jilogK^g-h))
í,7=l   G

- ¿ / dge-^CjMAjQogKtgih)) - f dge-a{g)c0(g)
._] JG JG

>^mJ2f d^~a(g)\A^gKt(g;h))\2
i=x Jg

d     ,

+ E  / dge-^iCijigWaigV + CijigW-SijCiig)}
í,7=l'

xA^logK^g;^)

- fdge-a{g)c0(g).
JG
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We now estimate the last two terms. The integrand in

d       f

E  / dge-^A^g^c^AßogK^g-^))
i',7=l   G

has the form (u, Cv), where C is the positive matrix (C(-•(#)).   As C is

positive we have

i.e.,

Thus,

((Vëu±l/(2^ê)v), C(v/êw±l/(2v/ê)w))>0,

\(u, Cv)\ <e(u, Cu) + (l/4e)(v, Cv)

<eXM(u, u) + l/(4e)XM(v,v).

d     f

E  / dge-^A^aig^c^AjilogK^gih))
t J G

à    ç

í^A/E/ d8e °
i=l JG

+ l/(4e)XMf^f
«=i J<¡

^(logtf^A))!2

dge-^A^g))?.

Similarly,

d     r
E / dge-^ß^^AßogK^gih))

1,7=1   G

d     ç d

<^E / dge-a(g)\Ai(logKt(g;h))\2 + l/(Ae)XMYa\ßl\
. J G .-i

The elementary estimate

¡c^A^logK^g ;h))\< eXM\A ¿log Kt(g ; h))\2 + l/(4eXM)\Ci(g)\:

implies

-<*(g)
E f dge-'VcWAfiogK^h))i=i ,/g

<eXM}~2f dge-^lA^logK^g; h))\2 + 1/(4^)¿ Ik,
,= 1 ^ i=l

,2
loo '

Finally,

¿
rf*?"**^* <   IIC
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Inserting these estimates in the estimate for dG/dt we obtain

dG
dt

> (Xm - 3eXM)J2 f dge-^AßogK^gih)),2
1=1 Jg

- l/(4e)AA/E If dge-a{g)\Al(a(g))\2 + \ßl\2+l/(X~~1 Ug M^IIC,Hoo
-    C,

Olloo'

Now, fixing e > 0 once and for all such that Xm - 3eXM > 0 and using assump-

tion (4) on a we obtain the estimate

^ > a I dge-a(g)\V(logKt(g; h))\2 -b,

where a, b are finite positive constants depending on Xm , XM, II^H^, IICqH^ ,

a , and G, but nothing more.

By Lemma 4.2 there exists a constant c, depending only on a, such that

f dge-a(g)\V(logKt(g;h))\2
JG

>c(ldge-a(g)(logKt(g;h))2-   ^dge-^ log Kt(g; h)

= c [I dge-a[g)(log(Kt(g ; h)) - G(t))

Hence

^ > ac ^lGdge-a{g)(logKt(g;h) - G(t))2

Now, for f > 0 given, put ct = sup{Ks(g ; h) ; t/2 < s < t, g, h £ G) . Then

ct is a finite constant depending only on Xm , XM, ll^-H^.,, WCqW^ , and f by the

upper estimate in Theorem 3.1.  Since the function u —» (log« - G(t))2/u is

nonincreasing on h?2+G(,), oo) we obtain the estimate

dG

ds
> -b + ac((logct-G(s))2/ct). f dge-a(g)Ks(g;h)

Jb.

for t/2 < s < t, where Bs = {g;Kt(g;h) > e2+G{s)} .  But if 7 is the latter

integral we have

>ldge-a(g)Ks(g;h)-e

4{g\\g\<R}

dge-a{g,K(g;h)-e2

a(g) .
for any R > 0. If E(R) = inf{e a[g> ; \g\ < R}, we further estimate

> E(R) fJt,{g;\g\<R}

dgK(g;h)-e
2+G(s)

= E(R)[fdgKs(g;h)-f dgKs(g;h))-e
\JG J{g;\g\>R} I

2+G{s)
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Now we use the relation

Kt(h;g)=A(g)K*t(g;h)A(h)-x

which implies that (g, h) -» Kt(h; g) is the heat kernel of the operator

d d d

AC* A"1 = A    - E MjAj -Y,cA + c0 - 5>,(c,)    A-
1,7=1 i=l ¡=i

Now

AAiA~x=Ai + Ai(A'X)(e) = Al-ßi,

where again ßt = A¡(A)(e). Thus the operator in question is

- E (4 - ßfaMj - W - E CM - ßt)+co - E Afi
i,7=l i=i i'=l

= E (Ai - ßiKßj + E ctßi + co - E ¿fa) + R
i',7=i i=l i'=l

= E AMu)ßr E ßicijßj+J52cißi+c0-1£Ai(ci)+R,
i,7=i i',7=i ¡=i ¡=i

where 7? indicates additional terms having a differentiation to the right. It now

follows from Theorem 2.1 that JGdgKs(g ; h) > e~SWu , where

d d d

°>M = sup{ e AMu)ß} - E ß^ßj + EcA + co-Y.H*t)
i,7=i i,7=l i=l i=l

d d

<C\    EMoo-.I+ElM-
V',7=l 1=1 )

here c is a constant depending only on G. Note that if G is unimodular, then

ßt. = 0, i = I, ... , d , and we obtain the simpler estimate

d

WA/<llColloo + EHC,lloo;l-
(=1

This is the only point in the proof where ||c, H^., enters.

Now, it follows from the upper estimate on Kt in Theorem 3.1 that we can

choose an 7? > 0 such that

L dgKs(g;h)<e tw»¡2

\g\>K\

whenever t/2 < s < t and |A| < 1 , where R depends only on Xm , XM, Hc-H^. x

Halloo • Choosing 7? this large, we estimate

7 > E(R)e-"°»/2 - e2+G{s)
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and hence

^ > -¿ + flC((iogct - G(s))2/ct) ■ (E(R)e't(°M¡2 - e2+G{s))

whenever t/2 <s <t.

We know from an earlier estimate that dG/ds > -b ; thus, s —► G(s) + bs is

a nondecreasing function of f, i.e.,

G(s) + bs< G(t) + bt

or

G(s) < G(t) + b(t -s)< G(t) + bt/2

for t/2<s <t. Hence

g > -b + ac((logct - G(s))2/ct) ■ (E(R)e-tw«/2 - e2+G(t)+b"2)

for t/2 < s < t. From this estimate we see that there exist new positive

constants a and c depending only on the usual parameters, such that if G(t) <

-a, then dG/ds > cG(s)2 for t/2<s <t. But this means that -£(l/G(s)) >

c. Integrating from f/2 to f, we obtain

l/G(t/2)- l/G(t)>ct/2.

We may choose a so large that G(f/2) < -a + bt/2 < 0 and then G(t) >

-(2/ct). Thus, we deduce in any case that G(t) > min{-a, -2/ct} .

This terminates the proof of Lemma 4.3 except for the uniform boundedness

of bt on intervals of the form [ô, ô~ ], where 0 < 6 < 1. But this follows

by combining the pointwise bound of G(ô) with the fact that G(f) + bt is

a nondecreasing function of f for a suitable constant b depending only on

^m> ̂ M> HCilloo;l '  Halloo •

4.3 The scaling argument. We know from Lemma 4.4 that

Kt(g;h) > a(t, Xm,XM, Rc,^.,, \\c0\\x, Ik,..^,) > 0

whenever \gh~ \ < 1 and f > 0, where f —> a(t) is uniformly bounded away

from zero on compact intervals in (0, oo). In this section we will prove Lemma

4.5, i.e., we show that a can be taken to have the form

<*(t.*m>*M>  HC,Hoo;l>  IMoo»  IMooîl)

= a(Xm,XM, llc.-H^.,, HcqII^, \\ci}\\ao.x)Cd'2

-x
for \gh    | < y/1 and 0 < f < ô , where ô > 0 only depends on G.

We start with the case G = R  . Since G is unimodular we have 1

Kl(g;h)>a(Xm,XM,\\c¡\\oc.x,\\cQ\\J>0.

ntroduce a positive scale p aï

Define

Now, introduce a positive scale p and rescale the variables: t —> p2t, g -► pg.

d d

c* = - E A,ciMg)Aj + /* E ci^g)Al + pco^s) ■
1,7=1 1=1
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Then, if tp is a solution of d/dttp(g ; t) + Ctp(g ; t) = 0, we have

Cp(tp(pg ; p2t)) = p2(Ctp)(pg ; p2t)

and

öjVißg ; fit) = p2 (-^)(pg; p2t).

Thus y/(g;t) = tp(pg; p2t) is a solution of (§-t + Cp)y/ = 0 and the heat kernel

Kp associated to Cp must be related to K by

Kp(g;h) = c(p)Kßh(pg;ph);

where c(p) is a constant. Since

K0(pg ; ph) = ô(p(g - h)) = (l/pd)ô(g - h)

and Kq (g ; h) = ô(g - h), we obtain c(p) = p   and hence

Kp(g;h) = pdKß2t(pg;ph).

But now the lower and upper ellipticity constants associated to Cp are exactly

the same as those of C, whilst the ||c,|l   .,  and ||cn|l     constants are at most
ii   / iioo ; 1 m   uMoo

p2 times those of C. Thus we have

K\"(g;h) > a(Xm,XM,p2\\ci\\x.x, p2\\c0\\J

>a(*m>*M>\\Ci\L;X>\\Co\\J

provided p < 1 . (We may assume that a is increasing in Xm and decreas-

ing in the three other variables, since a decrease in the minimum permissible

value of Xm and an increase in the maximum permissible value of the other

variables corresponds to an extension of the permitted operators C.) Thus

pdK i(pg ; ph) > a provided 0 < p < 1 and \g - h\ < 1 . But setting p2 = t

this means

Kt(g;h)>t-d,2a(Xm,XM,\\ci\\oo.x,\\c0\\J

whenever \g - h\ < \ft and 0 < f < 1 . This establishes a strong version of

Lemma 4.5 for G = R  , and ô can take any value.

For a general G we cannot use a global scaling argument as above, but the

exponential map allows us to scale locally: Let f2 be a compact neighborhood of

e in G and Û a compact neighborhood of 0 in R such that the exponential

map

xefi-t exp I E xiai ) e ^

is a diffeomorphism. This map transforms the operator C on Q, into an oper-

ator C on Ù of the form

dr. o d r.

c = - E ^ivW^ + E^w^ + ̂ W'
¡,7=l       ' i      i=i '
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where the coefficients et¡, c;, and c0 can be obtained from c(;, c,, and c0 by

suitable analytic transformations. More precisely, the operators A¡ transform

into operators of the form

d Q

7=1 J

where a( are analytic functions depending only on G and a. (0) = S¡j . Thus,

C transforms into

d d r. r,

C=-E   E ^MgV-c^a^x) —
i,j=Xk,l=X k i

d   d d

+ EEc«Wa«vtWô3r + c°(x)'
1=1 k=X k

where we have written cvAea'x) = c(.(x), etc. Since

_d_     _d_ 9
a*dxk ~ dxka¡k   dxk{(Xikh

we deduce that

d

ôij(x)= E akÁx)ck¡(x)aij(x) >
k,l=X

d d     d

ct(x) = J2aki(x)ck(x)+   E   irr(<*ik(x))clj(x)aji(x),
k=X j,k,l=X        k

¿oM = coM •

In particular, c(--(0) = c¡j(e) and by choosing Ù sufficiently small we may

ensure that Xm > \Xm , XM < 2XM , and

l«illco;l<MEllC.-IL;l+ElMoc;l       ' HAOlloo — 11C 01 ' oo '
i ,J

where c is a constant depending only on G, and the sup-norms of the capped

variables are taken over Ù.

We then extend c. , ¿\ , and c0 from Q to all of R in such a way that all

the coefficients have the right differentiability properties and the above estimates

are valid in all of R .

Let Ft(x;y) be the heat kernel associated to C, now defined on all of Rd

by the expression above. Let Pt(x;y) be the restriction of the kernel Kt(g; h)

to Q x Q, transported to Ù x Q with the exponential map:

Pt(x ; y) = Kt(exp(x.a) ; exp(y.a)).
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Then both Ft and Pt satisfy the equations

^i + Cyi(x;y) = 0,        (JL + C)Pt(x;y) = 0

inside Q, where C acts on the a:-variable, with the initial condition

F0(x;y) = S(x-y),        P0(x ; y) = ô(x - y)

(we assume that the metric system on G is chosen so that the exponential

map maps the ¿-distribution on 0 into the ¿-distribution on e). Thus, if

Gt(x ; y) = Ft(x ; y) - Pt(x ; y), then G satisfies the equation

(J-t + C^Gt(x;y) = 0

inside Û, with the initial condition G0(x ; y) = 0.

Now let Q0 be a compact neighborhood of 0 in R such that QQ ç Çï and

ClQ has a positive distance to the complement of Ù. If y £ Ù0, then it follows

from the upper estimates of Ft(x; y) and Pt(x;y) that Gt satisfies a bound

\Gt(x;y)\<b(Xm,\\cl\\oc.x,\\c0\\J

for all x £ dû, y £ Cl0 , and 0 < f < 1. It follows from the maximum principle

for parabolic equations that |G((x, y)\ < èe"c°"°°' for all x £ Û, y £ Û0 , and

0 < f < 1. Now, as we have already shown that

Ft(x ; y) > rd/2a(XJ2, 2XM, 2||ci||00.,, 2||c0||J

for all 0 < t < 1 and all x, y £ Rd with \x - y\ < y/i, it follows that

Pl(x;y)>rd,2a-bel]cJ°°

for all x, y £ Û0 such that \x — y\ < \ft and all 0 < f < 1. Lemma 4.5 follows

immediately from this estimate.
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